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oreccoo-Dre Bohumil 1RWIRt. Dr. Frantisek XLIAXIC, it al.

WV•WIL-A-6235

1. The attachments to this UM) are torineded in soccallamee
with para. Is of reform,.Thq oonsist of the followings

a. Attachment 1 is iilaR la report on MOEN. 111MCNIC.
Alfred XiCENSKI, and Frantlask slow.

b. Attachment 2 consists of onlargemente of microfilm
Oxon IllOILU2 by facrovssx.

e. Attadamst 3 is tho original motives eutmitted
by =mum

d. Attechomet k laths secompanylas report outwitted
tg Eicivraicr.

te. Mtatdsment 5 is the Ouch serownatical mapsime
from ohich awe of ths photographs and ',otiose
of the ?WIG= report Were cribbed.

2. For ?IMO 1111 not wholly *low (bet Proton"' booms* he tat that
the ZINO operations desk mieht criticise him for giving time to a CS matter
outside his province) Mgt complied with our request fur more information
sarl substantiating widow* *encomia( charges about BROM met by going through
normal shonnels bat tcr submittisc a mart directly to Banco. This teetio
has the advantago of rostriatin; knowledge of Operation paw to one ZIPPRRite
(assaming Melt has withheld the material from SCRAGIt I l office), but it ham
the disadvantage that it is now mere difficult to ask say further questions of
WRIER.

3. la response to a request for traces. CCO Vienna has sent us. in
'•	 x(1-A-8169 (not to JOB), information about MIMIC, /RCM, Prantioak MOM and

ether persons menticraed in tho WM( report. ileans will be interested to nobs
that para. It of this mart -*contaima infinimpion and eves wording identical

Fr% w/1 cow Mt 1 a,ec
as,	 a II	 II III 	 47.4te . 
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mita that in parse. 2 a, and 2 b of theISILM report. It tallow' that CRAMS 1)
must also to waking as *AS* sourcearcetaining his infornation tran a
sub-source who also feeds into a ',MR chime. fallow of JOD I* request that
KS show no particular interest in this cue (a request to *delve hare been
careful to &Ohara) and the circumstances under which WE submitted tho
cleated attachments we have not caked himto identity the source or sourose ot
his intarmation. 4111 COS ploase.acnime us whether to do so or not/

4. This material does not tuttysubstantiate the charges originally
made verbally brilliant (see reterace). The information suggesting that BROM
and/Or 1a.DTi..V2 is a doable agent is vague. The charge that BROOM attompted to
murder $oria • is not repeated at all. On the other head, the
evideno* that =war (who moy or ney not have been working ter SROLCI hot was
nneloubtedly working forum:Inc)	 with talnloatAul intent..
gum is clear, as is the fact that WEBER recognises that a penetration attempt
was made.
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AM:MN? 1 cr
30 April 1951

SUWECT: Suspicious Clique of Agents

1) Dr. Mod. Bohumil PROUM, formerly of Munich.

2) Dr. Ned. Prantisek KLIM.VIC, Vienna.

3) Engineer Alfred MICTOVSKY, Vie.

4) Dr. ?rant. SMUT, Vienna.

1. Dr. (Ned.) BohueltrUM born on 1 November 1920 in Moroi
bakeries, CSR, began studying	 claw; in November 1941 at the adversity of
Rostock and completed his studies at the University at Timm in 1547.
1947 - 198 he worked at the hospital "Bars Jess,' in Viememq from1910 to
1550 he served as a doctor at the American hospital in &mirk XIX of Vienna.
He is presently living in Munich, where his address is unknown. Be is
registered at Camp Valka. He claims to be a Czech nationalist; he le said
to speak perfect Czech, English, Hems, Breath, Spanish, and some Arabic.

.	 2. Since 1945 Dr. BRDUZ4 has followed with especial interest
the activities of the Czech emigration in Vienna. Bs was a friend of Prof.
Dr. PrantaSIOUT (see below) but is supposed to have broken off the relation-
ship upon bee	 convinced that Mins= cooperating with a Russian office.
1...!Went	 FIAM was reportedly arrested near Bratislava in 1946 - 1947
upon the instlgatr6S-WSIOUT. In addition, it had sup	 been determined
that S/OUTicas working with the possible Russian agent fun 	 am (a
Oreek).

3. Dr. BROUM took up association with Frantisek !MIMIC in 19117.

_Litt the beginning of 1951 Dr. BROUM took up an association with
VlactisdefalEBISKY. 	 Contç masa lives at Saebenerstr. 80 Munich.
He s-sstines uses the alias WaldanarETI1IS. Born 5 January 1920 in Pressburg,
he is 170 cm. tall, with brown eyes and dark blond hair.) BROM had first
came to know MEL= in 291I1 at the University of Rostock, where both studied
medicine. PEREISIM, on the basis of this old accoaintanceship, regarded MUM
as trusbarthy. At the beginning of February 1951, however, WM warned
PEALLSKT in suitable terms against any form of cooperation with HMI on the
basis that the latterl s connections to numerous extraordinary circles were
anything but clear. By several pieces of evidence PEKELSKI became convinced
at this tine that BROOM was not only dubious but actually dangerous. Meanwhile,
Dr. BRAM made repeated attempts to work his any into a good relationship with
PEXELSKY, who declined further contact on the basis of repeated warnings.

at C.	 • (.4*
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a. Believable sourees assume that Dr. BROOM is dealing in
cocaine, morphium, penicillin, and other medicaments, as well as wears:4w
of Csodh mmutacture.

b. Dr. man is also believed to have ties to the hammer
attache of the Chinese Nationalists (Mammy faraway in Prague) named

',CHUANG LI, who himself belonev tc the circle of close associates of Chiang
lai.snolo. ft, BROme s illegal trade in weapons sent to Nationalist Chinese
is condneted with the former com.unist party loader and Czech economics ex-
pert, Dr,M	 who fled to Switzerland. TAD= is also thought to
have had o	 ns with Dr. Vlada CLMENTIS, former Minister of Foreign
Affairs, and with Czech communist circles.

e. Dr. BECIAN also claims friendship with Eric NUME, a
descendant of the Hohensalerns. Through this entree into aristocratic
circles BROOM was able to err ch a certain OOLDHANI. BROOM declared that

supported	 Prcn T	 (WIDMANN also has ties to
,Professok ;G.) decliBed that OOLDMA= arranged a banquet in
140a, at th end of 1950. BROOM also declared that conta4 could be
established, via WiDMA"X, to the former Carman consul Baron.

•
d. Because BROOM rut unable to crests the close tie to

mum which he had anticipated, Frantisek BLIVONIC was inserted in his
place, with the clear purpose of penetrating into the leadership of the
PRCHALL croup.

5. Mr. (med.?) trent.41.13.Pilc, Vienna, born in	 bout
30 years old, foraorly employed (after 1945) in the orthopedic hospital
in the Bonen Hofburg In Vienna but no Urger thus employed for a long time,
terms himself an anti-ccomunist. He is well-known in Cseeh Catholic circles
luollienna - circles close to the Volkepartei. He is also a member of Jednota
sv. Netodeje. Be is frequently absent from Vienna. His acquintances
asnu.s that he is stving in the CSR part of the time. In 1945 - 1947
XLIMAIC had close contact to rranta SMUT (see above). In 1947 he stopped
this association and took up a close contact with BROOM.

	

a. XLMVIC is suirosed to have worked for an American 	 •
named ZSICEENX0 (CID) in Vienna. Since that time 211.CHMO has returned to
the USA. During the period of his employment by CID some sort of tension
(the nature of which is unknown) arose with CIC Vienna, then at Poremilangasse
Si. Because of this tension KLIMOVIC got into serious difficulties. In
/949 KLINOVIC was reportedly pressured by a 'onaieur DONCVAN of the French
Securite in Vienna (0ablonsgasse) to deliver intelligence. Dr. SIM en s
known to be associated with Monsieur DOICYAN, and the former sup-cendly
also got BLIVONIC into trouble with ILUOVAH. Only through the offices of
one 4adame"710RET Vienna VI, Esterhasyrasse, Hotel Bavaria, could the
sitnAtion (and KLIMDVID) be saved.
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b. At the end of 1950 KIJNONIC pampered to BK3Mi to take up a
°err:action with CIS (PRIMA 'nem)) in Germany end to work with this group.
Both mauvIc and &CUM claim to have worked to date on their von (i.e.,
without guilancetrom any headenarters), so that certain events could not
be avoided. CUMNIC claims to have been helped by Rinisterialrat Dr.
ME2171, Bundespresseche in Vienna.

e. There is MS& to suspect that for a lung time MIMIC was the
leader in Vienna of an intelligence group working far(OKAPI). MIMIC admits
now that he has catinnous contacteph an illegal Czech group. This Csech
group was formerly led by frantisee*IDA, the so-called "Iing of the Woods",
who was shot while attempting a border-crossing.

6. Dr. SWUM told puma, among other things, that KLIMOVIC
could get information freebie brother, spriest inliorande, via the Brno
episcopate. There were also, supposedly, good ties to the areament industry
in Brno. Moreover, MANIC was supposed to be able to central thaventire
for of refugees aiming from the CSR to Vienna. Furthermore, PEKRISKfwms
Informed, it would be possible, through BRGUM and KLINGVIC, to get material
directly from the central committee of the Communist Party of Austria, such
material to consist of originals (or photographic caplet thawed) from the
de* of Herr /QPIMIG. Given the proper circumstances, it would also be
possible to obtain intelligence from Baden. There was alsosuppmed to be a
channel into the Czech section of the XfOla for obtaining intelligence as
well as information about them* of Dr. DUERRMATER, which could be thus ob-
taine d. (DUI/BRUM wms formerly chief of Fremdenpollsei and, as a former
Spanish Civil War fighter, is now concmormileith the organisation of commun-
ist industrial militia.)

a. When Dr. BROUM noted the lack of success of his own attempt
r; a direct oenetration, he (or whoev=. controls KU/IONIC) sent ILLMOvIC in
BRGUM o s place to penetrate the ?RCM= group. At the end offal:retry 1951
KLIMGVIC asked the PRCRALA group to send him the CRS newspaper Bohemia.
Several trial numbers were sent in c liance with this request 	 8
March 1951 A man named Engineer IlftedTCSfl approached PEKELSKT.
matoran said that he had been vent by XIMENIC and offered IS material for
sale. =toy= ttarther said that he and KLMNIC were disappointed in the
person or organization from whom or which they had formerly taken their
orders and were therefore seeking new ties. MICKCIMCKT also said that the grow?
of KUMGVIC had good and productive conneations in the CSR (honker-crossing
points over the March River) and in proof of this assertion had brought with
him two reports and two micro-negatives. He added the observation that lull
supplementary information and further material would be made available if
agreement on continuing comperationwere reached. PIXELS/CI tad =my=
that he was totally uninterested in IS work. IICKONSXT nevertheleseleft,---.
his reports and negatives with 1,2.E16Kf, adding the comment that it might
prove worth-while to sleep on the offer. MICKOVSKY has not reappeared since
this tine.

- S• • .
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FIXELSKThanded this material over to v.24176, expressing

at the name time his own scepticism. He was once again warned about taking
up arri sort of connection with KLMVIC and Dr. BRQW4. IsImIAXT replied that
he would make such contact impossible in the Tatar°.

c. The two reports, riven F-11.1.51Cf by MICKAISKX, who supposedly
got them from /CLIA.VIC, concern the followings

(1) The technical airforce section of the higher Stoats-
gevestatschule in Ala& Bolaslar.

(2) The production of Soviet tractors DT-51: and S12-NATI
in the Brno-Wm:twice factory of the oftrojoaka
Brno V.p". Each report is accompanied by a Micro-
negative from which an enlargement has been made.

d. The report onillada Dolman was checked and found to be
&plagiarism from a magaelne. A cc risen with nnaber 1 of anneal issue
1951 (XXVII) of the imrasine Leto:del reveals clearly the origin of the
report. Pages 14 - 17 of this publication present a detailed report on the
•Leteoka prumyslovka v Made Boleslavi", which the KUHR'S group merely re-
phrased and presented as an original report prepared by one E. STEHHD Wee
is actually cited as the source of the Letectvi article). As a supplement to
the report on Made Dolealav there ins iriWarregulations governing the
training of glider pilots which has been lifted almout word-for-word from
page 19 of the MAO numb:n*1/51 of Letectvi. The enclosed,mdcro-negatives
were produced by photo-montage. The pictures on the inside front cover of
the magazine were to be reproduced, but the photograph on page Uwe* used to
cover up the text appearing on the inside of the cover; the whole was then
photographed and passed ones an original report. This falsification can
be plainly seen in the lines along which the inserted picture was out. The
meet migin of the seamsdreport cannot be determined here, but it is sus-
pected that this report is also a plagiarism of a magazine article - perhaps
the magazine &vet Notoru; this reportias presented as an original report by
master machiranosef Ha= in Brno.

e. It can be assumed that since MMUS has had no mimeos
in selling this material to PEKELSKT, he will make another attempt elsewhere.
Since the second report is allost certainly as much a matter of falsification
as the first, warning is hereby given not to purchase the laterial or recruit
those trying to sell its

7. The known facts about thoas concerned are the following:

a. Engineer Alfred 4ICK6VSET, an architect, lives at Vienna
Giesahuebl, Rosendornberg 208. He is about 30 years old.

:	 .
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b. Dr. lorantiserSTOIUT, Vienna XVIII, Anton Frankgasse 6,
is a Lektor at the high school for world trade in Vienna. He is about 36
years old and married; since 1939 he has h.d Austrian citizenship. be
comes from HOr. Ostrava, studied in Preens and Vienna, speaks German, Czech,
and Polish. He is eurpoaed to his.become a German citizen sometime during
the war; he now spat?: his naaiSCHIGUTh and claims to have been a Germs
officer. He has limed in Vienna since 1945 and 	 a leading vole in
Czech and Slcnakian circles. He is Ate posed to have been aclose friend of
W. WAHL (former0",CHNAHEL), who appeared as acosaLtJat *Vienna in 1945.
It is rumored that he arranged for the betrayal to the Russians of MOW
Austrians as well as foreigners. One day, hoverer, helms himself arrested
by the Russians and accused of espionage; the specific dhargtrwas that be
had delivered to an American intelligence office the plans of Jechymov (uranium
area - Joachimstbal). He is now supposed to be in Kasachstan (USSR). Dr.
SIGUT was also arrested in connection with the SIAM affair. He succeeded
in obtaining his release veryshartlyihereafter. Since his release he has
Tamed the part of an anticcomunist. He is also supposed to be involved
with Dr. mull?! in the selling of Ilearora to Dauta3
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